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66.48% 117

51.70% 91

38.07% 67

21.02% 37

18.18% 32

Q1 What do you like about the existing play equipment and its
arrangement? Check all that apply.

Answered: 176 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 176  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Swings 10/31/2023 5:44 PM

2 A climbing park similar to the Teton Boulder Park in Jackson, WY 10/31/2023 12:39 PM

3 Trees right around site. 10/25/2023 1:51 PM

4 We love how the arrangement encourages the community to interact, especially at the
merrigoround. This has been a wonderful place for kids to coordinate together and adjust
speeds based on needs. The only equipment that it not useful is the zipline as it does not work
very well.

10/25/2023 10:18 AM

5 Trees-kids love the trees. Don’t remove any more. This month 2 more were removed. In past
10 years, over 10 mature trees have been removed from this park. Please replace them!

10/24/2023 3:23 PM

6 Not permitting dogs 10/24/2023 2:05 PM

7 slope, proximity to climbing trees 10/24/2023 9:52 AM

8 Good for little kids 10/24/2023 9:44 AM
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points with...
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flow of the...

Other (please
specify)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Many different types of play opportunities for walking/running, climbing, sliding, upper body exercising, spinning, etc.

Many access points with different levels of challenge and many play routes.

Provides activity for all age groups up to 12.

The current flow of the play equipment and structures.

Other (please specify)
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9 The swings are cool for all ages and at the height and area they currently are. It’s fun to swing
and be above the whole park.

10/22/2023 10:24 AM

10 the size is perfect for small children. there are too many playgrounds that are unsafe for 2-6
year olds. this one is perfect for that age range.

10/21/2023 11:52 AM

11 Attractive looking...adds to the park 10/19/2023 9:51 AM

12 I like that it’s mostly younger children here with older children at View Ridge. It allows younger
children to play without worrying about injury or trying to mimic more dangerous behavior

10/14/2023 12:47 PM

13 Green space around it 10/12/2023 5:07 PM

14 It is paid for. 10/12/2023 3:29 PM

15 Pickle ball courts too? 10/11/2023 5:49 PM

16 I like the slides and the plastic spinning tic-tac-toe. I do not understand how to use the firepole
with the spiral around it and neither does my 3 year old. These poles with a spiral confuse me.

10/10/2023 11:29 PM

17 It is an open park layout 10/10/2023 2:24 PM

18 spots for parents/caregivers to sit at various vantage points 10/10/2023 1:09 PM

19 Na 10/9/2023 9:48 AM

20 The merry go round is great! Don’t replace it with a high friction one like at maple leaf 10/8/2023 4:07 PM

21 Not much to like 10/7/2023 7:40 PM

22 Don't really like it at all! 10/7/2023 7:34 PM

23 Shade/tree cover near playground 10/7/2023 3:35 PM

24 Monkey bars and slides 10/6/2023 11:03 PM

25 My kids don’t currently like the play structure. It doesn’t provide much for them to do 10/6/2023 10:59 PM

26 we love the merry go round (I don't see it? Did it get taken out?) 10/6/2023 8:39 PM

27 Don’t currently use the playground. My kiddo is 11 months old. 10/6/2023 7:00 PM

28 I like the trees, path for scooters, basketball hoops and grass field area 10/6/2023 6:52 PM

29 Good for young kids 10/6/2023 6:26 PM

30 I like having an area for toddlers and another area for bigger kids 10/6/2023 6:05 PM

31 It's nothing special 10/6/2023 3:52 PM

32 Being able to climb real rocks 10/5/2023 6:06 PM
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8.59% 14

18.40% 30

9.82% 16

46.63% 76

11.66% 19

4.91% 8

Q2 What play equipment style would you like for the play area?  Please
choose one.

Answered: 163 Skipped: 13

Total Respondents: 163  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 use natural materials - Earthscape makes nice structures 10/25/2023 8:33 PM

2 All of these are fine as long as they meet the same play opportunites as the existing
structures. Our kids would be pretty disappointed if the play structures were smaller than the
existing.

10/25/2023 10:24 AM

3 Needs to be durable and attractive over the long term 10/19/2023 9:54 AM

4 Cool rope tower. Like at the Seattle Center playground 10/18/2023 8:18 PM

5 Wooden like at st Edwards or natural 10/18/2023 7:12 PM
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look (curren...

Modern look

Natural look

Pipe System

Other (please
specify)

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

No preference

Traditional look (current style)

Modern look

Natural look

Pipe System

Other (please specify)
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6 A dog park would be better 10/13/2023 5:34 PM

7 There are more dogs than kids in this neighborhood. Add an off leash area. 10/13/2023 5:34 PM

8 I'd like the existing equipment to remain as-is. 10/12/2023 3:31 PM
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Q3 Please select your top six most desired types of play equipment, or
suggest your own.

Answered: 163 Skipped: 13
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87.73% 143

87.73% 143

16.56% 27

28.22% 46

43.56% 71

38.65% 63

82.82% 135

36.81% 60

11.66% 19

63.19% 103

9.20% 15

17.79% 29

12.88% 21

5.52% 9

14.11% 23

Total Respondents: 163  

# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 zip-line 10/25/2023 8:33 PM

2 zip line 10/25/2023 8:15 PM

3 scavenger hunt, monkey bars, ropes 10/24/2023 7:09 PM

4 Trees. Keep the trees and oil the swings 10/24/2023 4:16 PM

5 monkey bars 10/24/2023 9:45 AM

6 Sandbox, good zip line using hillside 10/18/2023 8:18 PM

7 zip line 10/17/2023 7:07 PM

8 Doggie play area 10/13/2023 5:34 PM

9 A place for pups to run free and play 10/13/2023 5:34 PM

10 Existing. 10/12/2023 3:31 PM

11 Monkey Bars 10/10/2023 7:49 PM

12 Steering wheel 10/9/2023 9:52 PM

13 Na 10/9/2023 9:49 AM

14 Monkey bars 10/8/2023 9:00 AM

15 Zip line 10/7/2023 1:38 PM

16 Monkey bars, zip line 10/6/2023 8:59 PM

17 Zip line 10/6/2023 6:08 PM

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Slides

Swings

Spring Toys

Bouncing

Balance

Spinning / Whirl

Climbing

Upper Body

Chinning Bar

Bridges / Tunnel

Play Panels

Imaginary Role Play

Music

Talk Tube

Other (please specify)
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18 Monkey bars 10/6/2023 6:08 PM

19 zip line 10/6/2023 3:24 PM

20 Variety to suit different age groups. 10/6/2023 9:40 AM

21 Zip line 10/5/2023 6:16 PM

22 Accessible roller slides (like this: https://littletikescommercial.com/product/roller-slide/) 10/4/2023 10:44 PM

23 Zip line 10/4/2023 3:02 PM
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Q4 Additional Comments:  Feel free to write additional comments about
the playground and the park.

Answered: 64 Skipped: 112

# RESPONSES DATE

1 More trees! 10/31/2023 5:47 PM

2 I would enjoy more running paths through the park, and also outdoor ping pong and pickleball
courts would be very fun!

10/31/2023 4:51 PM

3 I like the overall layout as it is today 10/31/2023 12:43 PM

4 The pine and aspen trees around the current playground are gorgeous and give it a hidden,
forested feel, even for such a small, urban park. I'd love to retain those trees, if possible, and I
think the natural playground style would help bring out that feeling. While maybe not in the
scope of this survey, I want to emphasize how desperately we need more traffic calming
measures around the NE 65th St & 40th Ave NE intersection right next to the park. That
intersection doesn't even have traffic lights, the road is insanely noisy and busy, and not all
sides of it have adequate curb ramps, so it's a nightmare to navigate with a stroller. There isn't
much point in creating a beautiful place for kids if it's dangerous to take your kids there!

10/31/2023 8:31 AM

5 The swings should be away from the rest of the play area so that running children will not
accidentally run into a moving swing.

10/30/2023 8:26 AM

6 Please upgrade the ADA curb ramps at the intersection of NE 65th St & 40th Ave NE. This
intersection has very high foot traffic ramps, but the current ramps aren’t up to code, and make
it hard to access for strollers, wheel chairs and toddler bikes.

10/29/2023 9:23 PM

7 Incorporate nature (eg, animal statue, water, rainbows, etc.) in the playground. 10/26/2023 6:04 PM

8 My number 1 suggestion is to Include spray water feature(s). Kids love water play especially
during summer months. No wading or swimming.

10/26/2023 1:29 PM

9 unstructured climbing play that also functions as art/object. less 'single use' structures 10/25/2023 8:33 PM

10 We love the existing swings. We've had many wonderful moments to connect with our tween
here as both adults and kids can swing.

10/25/2023 10:24 AM

11 The current playground is pretty small. It’s probably smaller than all the other ones in the area.
If there’s an opportunity to expand that’d be great. The current set up is fine for young toddlers
up to 2 years old, but not great for older children.

10/25/2023 9:46 AM

12 The current playground is not nearly big enough for a 100+ kids to play on it at once. There
also is not a lot to do for older kids.

10/25/2023 6:43 AM

13 accessibility, varying levels of play opportunities. Metal structures get too hot or too slippery. 10/24/2023 7:09 PM

14 Current swings need oil. Pathway is too steep for wheelchairs and drainage seeps onto
walkway making slipping hazard, especially when it ices over -pls add storm water garden.
Also, 5+ trees were removed near existing playground, then in SW corner another 5+ and then
in SE corner another 5+. 3/4 of the cloned redwoods to replace all the mature trees SPR cut
down died in the first year bc water wasn’t provided. This month 2 more trees have been felled.
Please replace them. Leave configuration as is to preserve current trees.

10/24/2023 4:16 PM

15 The field area has some large holes that could be filled to prevent injury 10/24/2023 2:06 PM

16 Please add a bathroom. Keep the excellent climbing trees. Sand box for young kids near baby
swings so that parents can swing one kid and watch a toddler in the sandbox at the same
time. Minimize overlapping construction with other parks like Burke-Gilman, View Ridge, and
Ravenna - all the construction is really limiting our current options for our young kids (though
we appreciate it). Thank you.

10/24/2023 9:57 AM

17 Would be great to have a clean bathroom at the park. 10/24/2023 9:45 AM
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18 I really like the Laurelhurst and Wallingford Park Playgrounds as points of comparison for
activities and the types of equipment. Given this is in full Sun I’d really prefer no metal.

10/20/2023 2:48 PM

19 My two kiddos are asking for a slide made of rolling tubes! Hope that makes sense. They and
their friends love playing on those types of slides.

10/20/2023 12:50 PM

20 Adding bathrooms to the park would be great. Also, adding lights to the tennis courts we be
wonderful.

10/19/2023 8:11 PM

21 As an older adult, it is a joy to see the children with their parents enjoying the park resources 10/19/2023 9:54 AM

22 Any possibilities for bathroom? 10/19/2023 9:11 AM

23 The park doesn’t serve 1-3 years old very well. Would like to see that improvement, a splash
pad or water feature would be so great for the summers too. We love the park at Yesler and
20th, the firehouse park by Cherry hills, and the zip line at the maple leaf park.

10/18/2023 8:55 PM

24 We’d prefer to spend the money on a bathroom at the park. The play equipment is aging but
it’s still in pretty good condition, kids need the toilet more than new playground things. Please
don’t forget early walkers / crawlers in the design. Some sand surfaces instead of wood chips
would help.

10/18/2023 8:18 PM

25 Thank you for renovating this playground 10/18/2023 5:05 PM

26 More trees please! 10/17/2023 7:07 PM

27 It would be fantastic to see a tot lot included for the very young - including a wide slide that
toddlers are less likely to end up with leg injuries

10/17/2023 1:54 PM

28 The current equipment is fine, spending over a million dollars on new playground equipment is
unnecessary. If you’re using it for anything, why not at least provide bathrooms at the park?

10/13/2023 5:34 PM

29 Surely these funds can be put to use better, elsewhere in the City. For example: Rainier
Beach, Othello.

10/12/2023 3:31 PM

30 It seems like music and talk tubes in playgrounds don't stand the test of time. These are often
worn out or don't work properly at other playgrounds so they don't seem like the best
investment. Some spinning stuff can be dangerous for little/younger kids who can't hold on or
balance well.

10/10/2023 11:34 PM

31 Would love it if the swings and the playground area were in the same area. Makes it easier to
watch multiple kiddos.

10/10/2023 7:49 PM

32 We love Bryant Park - we love that their is a tennis court, swings, big trees (please keep all
the trees!), playground and big grassy area- fun for all ages!

10/10/2023 6:15 PM

33 Are there options for covered play spaces in case of rain? 10/10/2023 3:37 PM

34 Safety is my number one concern regarding the park/playground, which is located within many
NE Seattle neighborhoods. There have been visual displays of sleeping at the park by
homeless people, including discarded chairs and other property. The park should both
physically be designed in a way to ensure visability for safety but also Seattle Parks and
Recreation must ensure proper enforcement so that the park is clean and safe for Seattle
residents and taxpaying neighbors. Thanks.

10/10/2023 2:33 PM

35 Why are there no restrooms in the plan? 10/10/2023 1:14 PM

36 Love playgrounds that offer a under 5 area and older area. Also covered area, and benches for
parents!

10/9/2023 10:57 PM

37 The rockery on the north side of the playground is a fun and important part of the place. It's
important to keep it and integrate it with the renovation.

10/8/2023 10:01 PM

38 Please add a bathroom so we don't have to walk to PCC! Thanks! 10/8/2023 9:04 PM

39 It would be nice to have a restroom here. The playground equipment seems in good enough
shape, it would be great to have an upgrade but I’d rather spend money on a restroom (PCC
lets you use theirs but at the park would be better)

10/8/2023 1:09 PM

40 PLEASE add a bathroom at the new park. With little kids, it is not convenient not to have a
public bathroom when needed. That would be my #1 suggestion!!! Thank you!

10/8/2023 9:00 AM
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41 A toddler section with lower to the ground equipment would be great! 10/7/2023 10:44 PM

42 Keep the shade! 10/7/2023 3:44 PM

43 I like the idea of moving the swings to be closer to the rest of the equipment. Right now it
makes it hard to watch more than one kid because the swings are so far from the play
structure

10/7/2023 1:38 PM

44 DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES CUT DOWN THE TREES!!!! 10/7/2023 9:45 AM

45 From my four-year-old: It would be neat if it had a pirate ship or dinosaur theme. What if the
slide looked like a dinosaur? From me (the adult): I love the trees and picnic tables. We often
to go to PCC and then the park for picnic.

10/7/2023 8:33 AM

46 My artist name is Dozfy and we made the Bruce Lee mural in the ID area. Is there an
opportunity to create a community mural?

10/7/2023 7:41 AM

47 Would be great if the natural slope of the park could be leveraged for some cool slides! 10/7/2023 6:27 AM

48 We also like zip line. 10/6/2023 11:06 PM

49 The current playground is infested with rats that hide in the rocks surrounding the play
structures. It would be nice to minimize places where the rats can hide. Would be great to
expand the play area and have more options — currently it feels sparse and not enough
options for younger kids or imaginative play.

10/6/2023 10:26 PM

50 Bathrooms would be great 10/6/2023 9:58 PM

51 Lots of kids love playing in the rocks and trees around the play structures - also love that the
way it is surrounded with rocks and retaining wall makes it easier to allow young children the
independence to explore while still being contained.

10/6/2023 9:01 PM

52 We prefer more challenging for kids to better work their vestibular systems and learn better
balance and limits (higher slides, further apart monkey bars, etc). Too short and easy stunts
development

10/6/2023 8:41 PM

53 Soft foam-like rubber ground cover preferred over wood chips and sand 10/6/2023 7:15 PM

54 Pickle ball courts and Paths for scooter riding 10/6/2023 6:58 PM

55 I’d love for the swings to be closer to the rest of the play area 10/6/2023 6:50 PM

56 All kids love the monkey bars 10/6/2023 6:27 PM

57 Skate park or paved area for roller skates and skateboard and small bikes 10/6/2023 6:08 PM

58 I don’t like the rockery that is currently there. Little kids try to copy the big kids and climb it
and it’s too unsafe. I wish the swings were closer to the main play ground.

10/6/2023 6:08 PM

59 My kids get bored easily on the current play structure. It just doesn't offer a lot. 10/6/2023 3:54 PM

60 Please include some tall bars for hanging/pullups, parallel bars, and other calisthenics items
for adults! Also really appreciate climbing/hanging stuff in the play structure for people of all
ages. Consider adding a porta potty as well.

10/5/2023 7:53 PM

61 Please avoid noise making items like bells and drums An adult calisthenics area near the
playground would be a huge asset to the community because there are no such facilities
nearby

10/5/2023 7:35 PM

62 The playground can get pretty wet because of the slopes so any improvements to that would
be appreciated.

10/5/2023 6:16 PM

63 Please avoid random open spots where kids can fall 10/5/2023 12:08 PM

64 * Preferably for slightly older kids since Viewridge satisfies the preschool age group * Covered
shelter and bathroom increase usage, at least some picnic tables * Bike loop possibility (like
Maple Leaf) since nothing like that is at Lauralhurst/Viewridge, so would provide a unique
addition * Some areas in shade for sunny weather days * I just want to emphasize that I really
love roller slides * For some ideas, this park in MN has some great ideas in it:
https://www.bciburke.com/design-ideas/featured-playgrounds/thompson-county-park .
particularly of note: cool theme (bugs and pollinators), beautiful music toys (flower themed),

10/4/2023 10:44 PM
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and many wheelchair accessible things like a rocking see-saw platform. A stand-out park
design!
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Q5 Site Plan - Option AUse the comment box to describe what you like
and do not like about this site plan.

Answered: 59 Skipped: 117

# RESPONSES DATE

1 It doesn’t seem like a great use of space. Not much can be done in the sloped lawn. Activities
which my family enjoys typically require flat ground

10/31/2023 4:55 PM

2 Having the swings right next to the path might leave them a little exposed to sunlight, as
opposed to the shade that Option B provides, I suppose. I like the idea of having the swings
connected to the main area to keep play uninterrupted and to even nudge my preschooler to go
to the playground if he's been on the swings for a long time. Out of site, out of mind
sometimes. Yet he loves the swings, and I think part of that has to do with those amazing
territorial views of the whole park. Having the two areas separated also gives older kids a
quieter place to swing and socialize with friends without feeling like they're in the rowdier little
kid area. I love the size of the current swing area and that it can so easily accommodate
preteens and other bigger kids.

10/31/2023 8:47 AM

3 I like the separation of ages. The swings are too close to the play area because running
children could run into them. And please don't get rid of the big tree!

10/30/2023 8:36 AM

4 Option A leaves little room for free play in a level area. The sloped lawn will be hard to utilize -
it’s a waste of space. The playground area will become crowded.

10/29/2023 9:38 PM

5 Dislike that Sitting space not located near playground 10/29/2023 1:16 PM

6 Locates play equip in one general area for easier supervision of all groups. Dont like reducing
swing area.

10/26/2023 1:39 PM

7 Swings are not good down there, too cluttered and when the park floods it'll be even more
dangerous.

10/25/2023 3:49 PM

8 I like where the swings are now. Proposed area is very swampy, impact on trees--hopefully
they can stay.

10/25/2023 1:58 PM

9 Swings should be kept as is in current location, they are fun to use as they lift off from the
hillside, making it a fun experience for kids and adults. Love the option for new dining area that
is centrally located for events/birthdays. It would be so nice if shelter could be incorporated
here as well. New trees on south side seem problematic with free play/frisbee area. Could they
be moved closer to the north/south path so that a large clearing can be maintained here?

10/25/2023 10:34 AM

10 I like the ramp access and having playground equipment in one area as designated age group
play areas.

10/24/2023 7:16 PM

11 Access is not improved from the bus stop-only via to cul de sac. The swings are used all the
time and by teens too. Leave them where they are and oil them. Add more sitting areas-there
aren’t enough benches for parents as is.

10/24/2023 4:24 PM

12 swings close to the 2-5 area is good, but the swings on the hill is so cool 10/24/2023 9:59 AM

13 Is there anything we else we could do with the swing area rather than decommissioning it?
Could we keep those swings and have two swing locations maybe with baby swings below and
big kid swings on the current hilltop?

10/20/2023 2:50 PM

14 Please reject this option. It's dangerous to have swinging kids close to other, potentially
smaller, children playing. We also like having play areas spread out so kids can have freedom
to roam safely.

10/20/2023 12:55 PM

15 Let’s add more swings, not decrease the size. Why not leave the original swings and also add
news ones? Or turn the old swing area into a play area for 0-3? I like that it is all located in the
same area.

10/18/2023 8:55 PM
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16 I like having everything together, it makes it easier to watch multiple kids. I don’t like that
there’s no sand play for crawlers/ early walkers. Pls make sure to keep the good climbing tree
next to the play area. Think about baby swings low and big kid swings on the hill.

10/18/2023 8:18 PM

17 I like the swings being closer to the rest of the playground. 10/17/2023 8:38 PM

18 Like the free play sloped lawn, but would prefer not to lose swing space 10/17/2023 4:34 PM

19 Don’t like decommissioning the current swing area 10/14/2023 12:40 PM

20 Is "DECOMMITIONED" supposed to be "DECOMMISSIONED"? That isn't a word. 10/12/2023 3:35 PM

21 I like having the play areas all together. I never use the picnic tables, they are too far away to
be useful.

10/11/2023 12:01 PM

22 I have never liked how the swings are in a separate area, so l love that the swings are closer
to the main play area. I also like that there is only one new ramp going in. The picnic plaza
seems too much in the middle of the path and in the center of the action, compared to option
B. I prefer option B

10/10/2023 11:49 PM

23 love the idea of a swimming area 10/10/2023 7:53 PM

24 We don't need more sloped lawn space - can that former swing area be planted with more
trees/local plants instead?

10/10/2023 3:41 PM

25 Swings, like location of tables too 10/9/2023 10:59 PM

26 Separate area for little kids, swings are near 10/9/2023 10:27 PM

27 Like swings on hill 10/8/2023 9:40 PM

28 I like that the swing set is further away from the road. 10/8/2023 1:56 PM

29 I like how the swings are with the rest of the play equipment. I can then swing my toddler while
my older kids are nearby at the playground and not down the hill (as it is presently laid out,
causing safety concerns). Please, please add a bathroom somewhere for my kids to be able to
use!

10/8/2023 9:03 AM

30 A toddler play area as separate zone 10/7/2023 10:47 PM

31 I like that the swings are closer to the playground. 10/7/2023 7:39 PM

32 Likes: like that swings are moved to be closer to the play equipment Dislikes: don't like that
the swing are size would be smaller

10/7/2023 1:44 PM

33 Swings near other equipment is nice to watch multiple children 10/7/2023 1:21 PM

34 Don't like the swings being moved or any trees being removed 10/7/2023 9:49 AM

35 This seems the least disruptive and I like that all of the play equipment is together. Easier for
families.

10/7/2023 8:37 AM

36 Pros - swings in proximity to the rest of the play area Cons - smaller swing area 10/7/2023 8:31 AM

37 I like the proximity of the swings to the play area. The space adjacent to 65th street is
underutilized today- I don't think this helps that. 65th is an arterial and, similar to option B, the
removal of the swings creates a huge new space but it leaves unaddressed how to generate
safe space for the kids to play but stay well away from 65th and 40th.

10/7/2023 2:05 AM

38 This is my least favorite of the options. I like the current swing area being separated from the
other playground

10/6/2023 11:46 PM

39 I like the separation of the little and older kid areas 10/6/2023 11:18 PM

40 Good. Can you make the swing area bigger? What about the bike rack? Can you put picnic
tables next to swings and 5-12 yr old play area, so that when we sit at the tables, we can see
the whole play area?

10/6/2023 11:18 PM

41 I like that the swing is now incorporated with the other play structures (it’s tough when you
have multiple kids in the play area and have to go back and forth between the swings and play
area). However, maybe the former swing area can be used in a more interesting way. There are

10/6/2023 10:51 PM
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already endless lawns all around this park. Can this be a sandbox or a splash pad. It would be
shame to lose that nice view point.

42 Dislike: majority of picnic tables look too far away so parents couldn’t sit at those tables while
their kids play.

10/6/2023 10:00 PM

43 Seems crowded 10/6/2023 9:18 PM

44 I like having swing closer to rest of playground equipment. Plaza and picnic area to the north
of the playground is a good location.

10/6/2023 9:08 PM

45 I like that this protects the play area more from the road. 10/6/2023 8:43 PM

46 Picnic tables have shade and tree cover, all play areas together, needs a bathroom, would like
a slide in the slope area

10/6/2023 7:20 PM

47 Like having all the play elements together. Don’t like reducing swing size. 10/6/2023 6:50 PM

48 Don't really need more empty free play space especially if it is sloped (hard to play field sports
in a sloped free area anyway)

10/6/2023 6:15 PM

49 Like the swings closer to the rest of the playground equipment. And the picnic tables closer to
the tennis courts.

10/6/2023 6:09 PM

50 Nice to not have to leave playground to go to swings. Especially if you're watching 2+ kids 10/6/2023 6:02 PM

51 I like this because the swings are now with the other equipment 10/6/2023 6:02 PM

52 Like that it is all together 10/6/2023 6:00 PM

53 Park lighting, considerations around visibility from street should be a priority to deter crime off
hours as much as possible using all available design data while preserving community
entrance and exit points. Too many cons; site C preferred.

10/6/2023 9:45 AM

54 Don’t like that the play area seems too crowded. 10/6/2023 7:30 AM

55 I prefer the swings in the high spot above the park where they are currently, but I like the plaza
idea.

10/5/2023 8:00 PM

56 I like having the swings where they are currently. It allows for better views while swinging. And
also prevents crowding with little kids are running. Did you just do this thing yesterday? Your
input

10/5/2023 7:42 PM

57 Like the swings by the play equipment and the new picnic area 10/5/2023 6:23 PM

58 Con: Tables a bit far from play area, so harder to supervise (during events with food). 10/4/2023 11:01 PM

59 Picnic area has more shaded area 10/4/2023 2:09 PM
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Q6 Site Plan - Option BUse the comment box to describe what you like
and do not like about this site plan.

Answered: 57 Skipped: 119

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I like the picnic area idea, it would be nice to be able to host barbecues here with neighbors.
However, the sloped lawn doesn’t offer many possibilities for activities

10/31/2023 4:55 PM

2 If the swings need to move, I'd prefer if they're near the path (Option A) instead of in this nook
behind the 5-12 year-old play area (Option B). That nook between the pine and birch trees is
perfect for playing with sticks and for games of tag. My four-year-old gravitates to that spot for
outdoor play with kids. It's a peaceful place.

10/31/2023 8:47 AM

3 The free play/ frisbee area is muddy much of the year because it doesn't drain. Swings need to
be farther away from free play and other areas where children run. Need to keep the big tree!

10/30/2023 8:36 AM

4 The cons are similar to option A: trading good level area for free play for less useful sloped
area. Crowded playground.

10/29/2023 9:38 PM

5 Love that swing, play areas and plaza are close together 10/29/2023 1:16 PM

6 Same comments as Option A 10/26/2023 1:39 PM

7 This is somewhat better swing placement but is too cluttered. 10/25/2023 3:49 PM

8 Trees? Hopefully they stay. Hard to replace. 10/25/2023 1:58 PM

9 Swings should be kept as is in current location, they are fun to use as they lift off from the
hillside, making it a fun experience for kids and adults. Plaza with picnic tables and swing
locations seem problematic with balls and frisbees being thrown around in the large field.

10/25/2023 10:34 AM

10 this seems very similar to plan A. I like the additional plaza/picnic table area with pathway. 10/24/2023 7:16 PM

11 The SE field is active with free running on the flat field. There aren’t enough sitting areas as is-
don’t remove any. This doesn’t address drainage.

10/24/2023 4:24 PM

12 We could use some picnic tables. 10/24/2023 9:59 AM

13 I like the picnic tables relocated near the playground 10/20/2023 2:50 PM

14 Please reject this plan. The same issue with kids swinging near play areas and tables exists.
Also there is no room to spread out and the rest of the park is not used to its best potential.

10/20/2023 12:55 PM

15 Same comments as above. Hope for some shade in the picnic area. Would hate to see fewer
swings. Probably like this one better than option 1 due to the location of the plaza. Can’t the
old swings area be left as is or turned into an open play space of some kind?

10/18/2023 8:55 PM

16 Same as A 10/18/2023 8:18 PM

17 Nice to have everything together. This gives better visibility from the seating area to the whole
playground than Option A.

10/18/2023 5:07 PM

18 I like the additional plaza area. 10/17/2023 8:38 PM

19 Like the free play sloped lawn, but would prefer not to lose swing space. Appreciate the
additional play route, but worry about younger children running in front of the swings.

10/17/2023 4:34 PM

20 love this plan best but wish there was a longer path around the play area for kids to
bike/scooter on. Also desperately need bathrooms here!! Especially for playgrounds in the 2-5
age group - they can't hold it and they're often still potty training or learning how to ask to go to
the bathroom with more than 30 seconds of notice. Also parents need to go too! Then you
have to pack up your kids, walk back to the car/bike and go back home in order to access a
bathroom!

10/16/2023 9:52 AM
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21 Don’t like decommissioning the current swing area 10/14/2023 12:40 PM

22 I do not like that the courts continue to exist. Do you expect me to be able to make a
judgement as if I was an architect? I can't visualize any of these circular blobs.

10/12/2023 3:35 PM

23 Like all play area togeher. 10/11/2023 12:01 PM

24 This is my favorite option. The plaza lends itself to more use of the free play area. That lawn in
underutilized and with the plaza there, I believe it will create a whole new zone and flow of
traffic. This is the best use of space, when there are lots of kids playing, there will be more
options in terms of places to be.

10/10/2023 11:49 PM

25 love the idea of a swimming area 10/10/2023 7:53 PM

26 like activating the SE corner and having continuous play 10/10/2023 3:41 PM

27 Picnic tables close to play structures. Separate area for little kids, swings are near 10/9/2023 10:27 PM

28 Like swings on hill 10/8/2023 9:40 PM

29 I like how the swings are with the rest of the play equipment. I can then swing my toddler while
my older kids are nearby at the playground and not down the hill (as it is presently laid out,
causing safety concerns). Please, please add a bathroom somewhere for my kids to be able to
use!

10/8/2023 9:03 AM

30 This is ideal. Swings closer to the playground and love the plaza with picnic tables really close
too!

10/7/2023 7:39 PM

31 I like the broader plaza! Provides a better view onto the whole park and play area 10/7/2023 4:49 PM

32 Likes: like that swings are moved to be closer to the play equipment Like plaza location,
allows for parents to see all play structure, swings and free play area Dislikes: don't like that
the swing are size would be smaller

10/7/2023 1:44 PM

33 Swings are great there 10/7/2023 1:21 PM

34 Don't like the swings being moved or any trees being removed 10/7/2023 9:49 AM

35 Better line of site 10/7/2023 7:42 AM

36 Like that this is more compact than option A, so everyone can be close / within eyesight 10/7/2023 6:33 AM

37 Love the proposed plaza with picnic table location - central, close to picnic tables and tennis
courts entry. Also love proximity of swings to the climbers.

10/7/2023 2:05 AM

38 Slightly better with the added plaza than option a 10/6/2023 11:46 PM

39 Good. 10/6/2023 11:18 PM

40 I love that the play area now has swings and picnic tables — it feels nice and cohesive. Still
feels that the old swing area is now wasted as a space. Can something more fun be done there
(splash pad, sandbox, zip line)

10/6/2023 10:51 PM

41 Seems crowded. 10/6/2023 9:18 PM

42 Nice to have swings near other play equipment. 10/6/2023 9:08 PM

43 I like having the swings near the playground. I like having picnic tables and plaza near the
playground as well

10/6/2023 9:02 PM

44 this makes the play area too small, I don't think the lawn will get used much. 10/6/2023 8:43 PM

45 Needs bathroom, play located altogether, no tree cover for picnic tables 10/6/2023 7:20 PM

46 Like having all the play elements together. Don’t like reducing swing size. 10/6/2023 6:50 PM

47 Takes up flat free space area 10/6/2023 6:15 PM

48 Same to me as A 10/6/2023 6:02 PM

49 I like having the picnic tables nearby 10/6/2023 6:02 PM

50 Tables by play equipment is even better 10/6/2023 6:00 PM
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51 Too many cons, site c preferred. 10/6/2023 9:45 AM

52 Play area is still seems crowded. 10/6/2023 7:30 AM

53 No preference between this and option A. 10/5/2023 8:00 PM

54 I don’t understand the purpose of the plaza with picnic tables. How is this different than the
picnic tables higher up on the hill?

10/5/2023 7:42 PM

55 Like having swings by the play equipment and away from the main path 10/5/2023 6:23 PM

56 Pro: Good close table area, so easy to supervise kids of different ages at all activites. 10/4/2023 11:01 PM

57 Picnic area is closer to the play area 10/4/2023 2:09 PM
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Q7 Site Plan - Option CUse the comment box to describe what you like
and do not like about this site plan.

Answered: 70 Skipped: 106

# RESPONSES DATE

1 This feels like the best of all worlds. Keep the swings where they are, add more walking paths,
add picnic tables. I think this seems like the most effective use of space.

10/31/2023 4:55 PM

2 The separate swings were really hard when I had 2 young kids wanting to be separate places
at the same time!

10/31/2023 2:56 PM

3 I only dislike that my son sometimes gets so caught up in the swings that he forgets the main
playground is there, just since it's so far away. I think adding the new accessible route would
help making them feel connected, though.

10/31/2023 8:47 AM

4 The trail from 40th is often muddy, the trail from 65th has parts that are sometimes muddy.
That needs to be fixed. Same with the constant mud in the free play/frisbee area.

10/30/2023 8:36 AM

5 Option C is my preference. Best use of space: preserving most of the free play area. The new
accessible route looks useful and fun to explore. Would be good to truly level the slope of the
free play area.

10/29/2023 9:38 PM

6 Dislike additional grade and that the play areas are split across two levels. 10/29/2023 1:16 PM

7 Very little improvement over current park. I don't feel either option is leading to new thinking in
park design and features. I support more creative and natural play options for kids.

10/26/2023 1:39 PM

8 The new accessible route provides a great 'loop' for kids to move/ride around. Swings being
separated can help prevent accidents from kids walking into swing area. Free Play area on
south could use drainage work as it is frequently wet/shaded.

10/25/2023 8:35 PM

9 This is good because the swings are already in a great spot. 10/25/2023 3:49 PM

10 This is the most pleasing, hopefully drainage issues around the park are well addressed. 10/25/2023 1:58 PM

11 Love this one but would move plaza with picnic table to area shown in Option A so that they
are in a central location. New trees shown on south side should be relocated so that they do
not negatively impact the free play/frisbee area.

10/25/2023 10:34 AM

12 Preferred option. But what is the impact to the trees? and how does this address current
drainage problems?

10/24/2023 4:24 PM

13 This is sweet. 10/24/2023 9:59 AM

14 The swings deserve to be on the hill. You can overlook the park and feel a sense of freedom. 10/22/2023 10:27 AM

15 I like the picnic tables located by the playground 10/20/2023 2:50 PM

16 This is great! Please do this option. Swings are separate for safety, and groups can use
different areas at different times.

10/20/2023 12:55 PM

17 A bathroom would make this more accessible for families visiting the park. 10/19/2023 9:13 AM

18 Is there still only room for 4 swings? 10/18/2023 8:55 PM

19 Now that my kids are bigger I actually like the swings on the hill. But it’s easier for parents of
very young kids to have them all together. Have you considered big kid swings on the hill and
baby swings down low?

10/18/2023 8:18 PM

20 I prefer our existing swings that are hung up higher than some newer swing sets 10/18/2023 7:16 PM

21 I don't like how the swings are separate from the rest of the playground. It's hard to manage
multiple kids doing different activities.

10/18/2023 5:07 PM
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22 Nice. This makes the swings easier to get to. 10/17/2023 8:38 PM

23 Accessible routes for the win! 10/17/2023 4:34 PM

24 I like all the walkways 10/14/2023 3:29 PM

25 I like swings 10/14/2023 3:29 PM

26 I like the swings with a full park view and like having two separate play areas to not feel so
compressed. I also like that this is likely cheaper and money can be funneled to other projects

10/14/2023 12:49 PM

27 Like keeping the current separated swing area with a view of the entire park. Like the plaza and
pickin area adjacent to the playground. Like the roundabout walkway surrounding the
playground area.

10/14/2023 12:40 PM

28 Please don’t move the swings. That whole area of the park is never used because it’s closer to
busier cross streets.

10/13/2023 5:35 PM

29 The view from the swings is so great! Please don’t take it away! 10/12/2023 6:07 PM

30 Well, they need swings. You'll probably replace with something tiny and unexciting like you did
at Woodland Park Zoo Playground.

10/12/2023 3:35 PM

31 I like this the best as we like to bike and scoot on the paved trails around the park. 10/11/2023 12:01 PM

32 Too much ramp! It seems unnecessary and I fear it would become a bike/scooter super
highway. It is possible to leave the old swings in their current location AND add new ones like
the ones in the Option B design?

10/10/2023 11:49 PM

33 Would like the swing and main play area together. Like the new accessible route, would be
great for bikes

10/10/2023 7:53 PM

34 The current swings location is so enjoyable, and nice to have the separation from the
playground area. Also with options A and B, a smaller swing area would be a real loss—there
is often a wait to use the swings as it is.

10/10/2023 12:35 PM

35 Swings are too far 10/9/2023 10:27 PM

36 Better to keep the swings separate from the main play area to allow more room for kids to
roam around.

10/8/2023 10:05 PM

37 I like how this plan spreads the park out further and feels less claustrophobic 10/8/2023 9:05 PM

38 I do not like that the swings are close to the road (65th) 10/8/2023 1:56 PM

39 I do not like this option as it is a safety issue when my toddler wants to be on the swings, my
older kids are on the playground too far away. It causes safety concerns when I cannot watch
or get to them quickly if needed. I also would like to see a bathroom added.

10/8/2023 9:03 AM

40 Accessible route is important 10/7/2023 10:47 PM

41 Swings are too far away. This is one reason we rarely use this park. Too hard to manage
multiple kids with swings so far away.

10/7/2023 7:39 PM

42 I like that it spreads folks out and keeps the nice seating with a view onto the playground. I
also like additional walking routes

10/7/2023 4:49 PM

43 Likes: plaza location, and accessable route around play area Dislikes: swing area being far
away makes it hard to watch multiple kids safely

10/7/2023 1:44 PM

44 Don't like swings at current location 10/7/2023 1:21 PM

45 Don't want any trees removed 10/7/2023 9:49 AM

46 Too separated 10/7/2023 7:42 AM

47 With multiple little kids at this playground, it is hard to have the swings far away from the other
area and keep track of everyone. It’s like a journey to the swings

10/7/2023 6:33 AM

48 Hard to monitor kids at the play area while pushing younger children at the swings. The "full
view of the park from the existing swings" is not accurate. Due to the grade and the trees it's
not possible to see the play area from the swings with any real confidence as a parent.

10/7/2023 2:05 AM
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49 This would be the most preferred as I like the accessibility 10/6/2023 11:46 PM

50 The accessibility impact of this layout is critical. This seems to flow best while maintaining the
quality of each play area.

10/6/2023 11:18 PM

51 Don't like that play area is in 2 places. Walkway too long. 10/6/2023 11:18 PM

52 Large swing area. There’s a lot of space in the park, it would be ideal to utilize as much as
possible for kids play space.

10/6/2023 11:04 PM

53 I like the addition of picnic tables and it’s nice that there is minimal disruption 10/6/2023 10:51 PM

54 I like the accessible ramps and keeping the size of the swing area 10/6/2023 9:18 PM

55 i like that this has the most usable space and does not waste land on decorative lawn. It feels
like "more" park.

10/6/2023 8:43 PM

56 Don't know how much accessibility is needed if playground is not set up as accessible
playground, swings far away from rest with wall in between

10/6/2023 7:20 PM

57 I like the idea of the new accessible route through the park, maintaining the views, and
seemingly smaller site impact.

10/6/2023 7:06 PM

58 Don’t like having the swing area separated. When you have two kids it makes it hard to play if
they want to do two different things

10/6/2023 6:50 PM

59 I don’t think the swing area should be smaller. It depends on how much each option costs
between keeping in the existing place or moving or closer to other play areas

10/6/2023 6:18 PM

60 Unsure why having two play areas is a con. 10/6/2023 6:15 PM

61 So far to get to swings:( 10/6/2023 6:02 PM

62 I prefer not to have the swings in current location 10/6/2023 6:02 PM

63 I don’t like the swings so far away 10/6/2023 6:00 PM

64 Swings are still far away, doesn't work well when you bring more than 1 kid to the playground. 10/6/2023 3:55 PM

65 It feels more spacious with the swings in a different location and promotes more movement. 10/6/2023 7:30 AM

66 Love the accessibility and preservation of the original swings. 10/5/2023 8:00 PM

67 I like the emphasis on accessibility. I also like keeping the swings at the top of the hill. 10/5/2023 7:42 PM

68 Most impactful to the park flow 10/5/2023 6:23 PM

69 Pro: we like the path Con: harder to supervise swing area and playground at the same time. 10/4/2023 11:01 PM

70 Do not like swings at a separate area 10/4/2023 2:09 PM
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Q8 Which site plan is your preference?
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Q9 What age groups are you, your child, and/or your family part of:
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Q10 How would you like to receive updates about the project?
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Q11 Email address for updates (optional):
Answered: 65 Skipped: 111

# RESPONSES DATE

1 imharperoneill@gmail.com 10/31/2023 5:49 PM

2 mattbaer@gmail.com 10/31/2023 4:43 PM

3 Andrea.Seattle@gmail.com 10/31/2023 2:57 PM

4 rwieland@acm.org 10/31/2023 12:44 PM

5 small.elena@gmail.com 10/31/2023 8:47 AM

6 Shahar.ronen@gmail.com 10/29/2023 9:38 PM

7 seanmcl@gmail.com 10/29/2023 1:20 PM

8 thorenstein@gmail.com 10/26/2023 1:40 PM

9 keegster53@hotmail.com 10/25/2023 8:36 PM

10 ilovetack@gmail.com 10/25/2023 1:59 PM

11 bail417@gmail.com 10/25/2023 1:05 PM

12 annemorris@gmail.com 10/25/2023 10:34 AM

13 Mbbenetua@gmail.com 10/24/2023 4:24 PM

14 ebochtler@gmail.com 10/24/2023 2:20 PM

15 johnsdodds@gmail.com 10/24/2023 9:59 AM

16 mari.isaacson@gmail.com 10/20/2023 12:55 PM

17 Tania.mazumdar@gmail.com 10/19/2023 5:56 PM

18 johnwinslo@aol.com 10/19/2023 9:56 AM

19 Benjiantolin@gmail.com 10/19/2023 9:13 AM

20 dmr1414@yahoo.com 10/18/2023 9:03 PM

21 khorenst@gmail.com 10/18/2023 8:55 PM

22 candida.granillo@gmail.com 10/18/2023 8:19 PM

23 elleman@outlook.com 10/18/2023 5:08 PM

24 liz.dodds@gmail.com 10/17/2023 8:39 PM

25 suitcasesinseattle@gmail.com 10/17/2023 4:34 PM

26 Evanarora7@outlook.com 10/14/2023 3:30 PM

27 zoejanenelson@gmail.com 10/14/2023 2:08 PM

28 jordanlytle@gmail.com 10/14/2023 1:55 PM

29 oappelbe@hotmail.com 10/14/2023 12:41 PM

30 vanessavortex@gmail.com 10/10/2023 11:50 PM

31 sonja519@gmail.com 10/10/2023 12:35 PM

32 Amymteich@gmail.com 10/9/2023 9:55 PM

33 houjeff@gmail.com 10/8/2023 10:06 PM
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34 mmaichin@yahoo.com 10/8/2023 9:41 PM

35 Liefesbenshade@gmail.com 10/8/2023 4:10 PM

36 megmorgan7@outlook.com 10/8/2023 1:58 PM

37 Candida.granillo@gmail.com 10/8/2023 1:16 PM

38 Contact@jungbluthpsychology.com 10/8/2023 12:38 PM

39 monicamdenault@gmail.com 10/7/2023 10:47 PM

40 asoloway@gmail.com 10/7/2023 7:39 PM

41 mariabvega@gmail.com 10/7/2023 1:45 PM

42 beverly.canada@gmail.com 10/7/2023 9:50 AM

43 katharine.durkee@gmail.com 10/7/2023 8:37 AM

44 Caffeineneurosis@gmail.com 10/7/2023 8:32 AM

45 dozfymd@gmail.com 10/7/2023 7:43 AM

46 Mikaelanblackler@gmail.com 10/7/2023 6:34 AM

47 renee.seattle@gmail.com 10/6/2023 11:19 PM

48 Katy.motley@gmail.com 10/6/2023 11:04 PM

49 maria.i.ignatova@gmail.com 10/6/2023 10:53 PM

50 rach.j1@gmail.com 10/6/2023 9:19 PM

51 Hartcalley@gmail.com 10/6/2023 9:09 PM

52 nvahora@gmail.com 10/6/2023 7:59 PM

53 Marylynnking@gmail.com 10/6/2023 7:07 PM

54 jkl.leong@gmail.com 10/6/2023 6:16 PM

55 Candacehagen@windermere.com 10/6/2023 6:02 PM

56 audrey.branom@gmail.com 10/6/2023 6:01 PM

57 cathys@live.com 10/6/2023 3:55 PM

58 danitad58@gmail.com 10/6/2023 3:26 PM

59 Anajmz731@gmail.com 10/6/2023 7:31 AM

60 dcolombara@gmail.com 10/5/2023 7:42 PM

61 emilyfullerlofstedt@gmail.com 10/5/2023 6:24 PM

62 Aliyahjv@gmail.com 10/5/2023 4:52 PM

63 peternicolas@hotmail.com 10/5/2023 12:10 PM

64 jc.and.bw@gmail.com 10/4/2023 11:02 PM

65 jetefisher@gmail.com 10/4/2023 3:06 PM
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Q12 What is your five-digit zip code?
Answered: 140 Skipped: 36

# RESPONSES DATE

1 98115 10/31/2023 5:49 PM

2 98105 10/31/2023 4:55 PM

3 98105 10/31/2023 4:43 PM

4 98105 10/31/2023 2:57 PM

5 98115 10/31/2023 12:44 PM

6 98115 10/31/2023 8:47 AM

7 98115 10/30/2023 8:42 AM

8 98115 10/29/2023 9:38 PM

9 98115 10/29/2023 6:10 PM

10 98115 10/29/2023 1:20 PM

11 98115 10/29/2023 1:16 PM

12 98115 10/28/2023 4:07 PM

13 98115 10/28/2023 3:30 PM

14 98105 10/28/2023 3:13 PM

15 98105 10/26/2023 1:40 PM

16 98115 10/25/2023 8:36 PM

17 98115 10/25/2023 8:20 PM

18 98072 10/25/2023 3:49 PM

19 98115 10/25/2023 1:59 PM

20 98105 10/25/2023 1:05 PM

21 98115 10/25/2023 10:34 AM

22 98115 10/24/2023 7:17 PM

23 98115 10/24/2023 4:24 PM

24 98115 10/24/2023 2:20 PM

25 98105 10/24/2023 9:59 AM

26 98105 10/24/2023 9:48 AM

27 98105 10/22/2023 10:27 AM

28 98115 10/21/2023 5:39 PM

29 98105 10/20/2023 2:51 PM

30 98115 10/20/2023 12:55 PM

31 98115 10/19/2023 8:14 PM

32 98115 10/19/2023 5:56 PM

33 98115 10/19/2023 10:45 AM
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34 98115 10/19/2023 9:56 AM

35 98115 10/19/2023 9:47 AM

36 98115 10/19/2023 9:35 AM

37 98115 10/19/2023 9:13 AM

38 98105 10/18/2023 9:03 PM

39 98105 10/18/2023 8:55 PM

40 98105 10/18/2023 8:19 PM

41 98105 10/18/2023 7:16 PM

42 98115 10/18/2023 5:08 PM

43 98105 10/17/2023 8:39 PM

44 98115 10/17/2023 7:08 PM

45 98105 10/17/2023 4:41 PM

46 98103 10/17/2023 4:34 PM

47 98105 10/16/2023 9:52 AM

48 98115 10/14/2023 3:30 PM

49 98115 10/14/2023 3:30 PM

50 98115 10/14/2023 2:08 PM

51 98115 10/14/2023 1:55 PM

52 98115 10/14/2023 12:50 PM

53 98115 10/14/2023 12:41 PM

54 98105 10/13/2023 5:36 PM

55 98105 10/13/2023 5:35 PM

56 98105 10/13/2023 8:25 AM

57 98115 10/12/2023 6:08 PM

58 98103 10/12/2023 3:35 PM

59 98115 10/11/2023 12:01 PM

60 98125 10/10/2023 11:50 PM

61 98105 10/10/2023 7:53 PM

62 98105 10/10/2023 6:17 PM

63 98105 10/10/2023 5:01 PM

64 98115 10/10/2023 3:53 PM

65 98115 10/10/2023 3:42 PM

66 98115 10/10/2023 2:33 PM

67 98115 10/10/2023 1:15 PM

68 98115 10/10/2023 12:35 PM

69 98115 10/10/2023 11:41 AM

70 98115 10/9/2023 10:59 PM

71 98105 10/9/2023 10:27 PM
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72 98105 10/9/2023 9:55 PM

73 98125 10/9/2023 12:38 PM

74 98125 10/9/2023 9:52 AM

75 98115 10/8/2023 10:06 PM

76 98115 10/8/2023 9:41 PM

77 98115 10/8/2023 9:05 PM

78 98115 10/8/2023 4:10 PM

79 98105 10/8/2023 1:58 PM

80 98105 10/8/2023 1:16 PM

81 98115 10/8/2023 12:38 PM

82 98105 10/8/2023 9:03 AM

83 98115 10/7/2023 10:47 PM

84 98115 10/7/2023 7:44 PM

85 98115 10/7/2023 7:39 PM

86 98105 10/7/2023 4:49 PM

87 98115 10/7/2023 3:47 PM

88 98115 10/7/2023 2:12 PM

89 98115 10/7/2023 1:45 PM

90 98125 10/7/2023 1:22 PM

91 98105 10/7/2023 9:50 AM

92 98115 10/7/2023 8:37 AM

93 98105 10/7/2023 8:32 AM

94 98105 10/7/2023 8:17 AM

95 98105 10/7/2023 7:43 AM

96 98115 10/7/2023 6:34 AM

97 98105 10/7/2023 2:06 AM

98 98115 10/6/2023 11:46 PM

99 98115 10/6/2023 11:28 PM

100 98105 10/6/2023 11:19 PM

101 98115 10/6/2023 11:18 PM

102 98105 10/6/2023 11:04 PM

103 98115 10/6/2023 10:53 PM

104 98105 10/6/2023 10:00 PM

105 98115 10/6/2023 9:35 PM

106 98115 10/6/2023 9:19 PM

107 98125 10/6/2023 9:19 PM

108 98115 10/6/2023 9:09 PM

109 98115 10/6/2023 9:08 PM
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110 98115 10/6/2023 9:02 PM

111 98115 10/6/2023 8:45 PM

112 98115 10/6/2023 7:59 PM

113 98115 10/6/2023 7:48 PM

114 98115 10/6/2023 7:22 PM

115 98125 10/6/2023 7:21 PM

116 98115 10/6/2023 7:07 PM

117 98115 10/6/2023 6:50 PM

118 98105 10/6/2023 6:31 PM

119 98105 10/6/2023 6:29 PM

120 98115 10/6/2023 6:18 PM

121 98105 10/6/2023 6:16 PM

122 98115 10/6/2023 6:11 PM

123 98105 10/6/2023 6:10 PM

124 98105 10/6/2023 6:02 PM

125 98115 10/6/2023 6:02 PM

126 98105 10/6/2023 6:01 PM

127 98115 10/6/2023 5:09 PM

128 98105 10/6/2023 3:55 PM

129 98105 10/6/2023 3:26 PM

130 98115 10/6/2023 9:45 AM

131 98155 10/6/2023 7:31 AM

132 98115 10/5/2023 8:17 PM

133 98115 10/5/2023 8:00 PM

134 98115 10/5/2023 7:42 PM

135 98115 10/5/2023 6:24 PM

136 98115 10/5/2023 4:52 PM

137 98105 10/5/2023 12:10 PM

138 98105 10/4/2023 11:02 PM

139 98105 10/4/2023 3:06 PM

140 98105 10/4/2023 2:10 PM


